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                                            Finseeker Boats

                                            Cape Cod's Exclusive Finseeker Dealer
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                                            G&S MARINE AWARDED

                                            #1 BAYLINER CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IN THE NATION

                                                
                                                    
                                                

                                            

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                
               

        

    



 
    

    
        
            
                
                    What it means to be a Marine Industry Certified Dealer


                    
                        
                            
                                

                                
                                    
                                        You are not just buying a boat; you are buying a lifestyle. So, picking the right dealer to help in your journey is imperative. The G&S Marine mission is to make "Customers for Life", by building relationships and exceeding expectations before, during, and after the sale.
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                TURN ASPIRATION INTO ADVENTURE.
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A run offshore to find some tuna or striped bass or a trip to beach up at Bassetts Island can be effectively guided by one of our NauticStar center consoles or deck boats. Loaded with amenities that both the avid fisherman and beach bum will appreciate!
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                                QUALITY BOATS AT A BUDGET-FRIENDLY PRICE
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                                Explore NauticStar
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                	CHARTING A COURSE THROUGH INNOVATION. 
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                                    The salt breeze smell. The wind in your face. Smiles on every passanger. All of which can be achieved with the purchase of a Bayliner bowrider, deck boat, or center console. It has never been easier to make the dream a reality.
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                                	Explore Bayliner/Trophy 
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                	THERE’S A BOLD NEW STATEMENT ON THE HORIZON 
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                                    These multi-purpose models provide the versatility buyers expect when they’re in the market for a boat to suit the whole family. Every inch of Finseekers are filled with well-placed fishing amenities to please even the most serious fisherman and fisher-woman, plus luxurious touches and entertainment features to create the perfect all-around family boat.
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                    Customers For Life

                    
                        
                            
                                The G&S Marine family has been helping keep boaters on the water since 1957. Our dedicated and talented team has helped G&S survive and thrive in good times and in bad. We never aim to be the biggest, but we aim to be the best. It is our creed to develop and maintain customers for life. So far its working out just fine.                                


                            

                        

                    

                

            


        

    





                                                                                                                                                                                            
 
        
            
                
                    Deals & Specials
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                        Each month G & S Marine offers Deals, Promotions and Specials on Boats, Accessories. 

Take a look and let us know if you see something you like.
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Featured Boat
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                        2024 Trophy T22CC

                        

                        NOW IN STOCK!!! 2024 Trophy T22CC! Solid White Hull w/Coastline Interior (Tan), Power Steering, SS Upgrd Pkg, Interior & ...                    
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                                    [image: <p>I attended last year (2012) boat show never planning on buying a boat. Especially the quality of the Trophy boat, motor, and trailer we purchased from G & S Marine, Inc. I have sailed or powered for nearly sixty years and this has to be the best summer I ever had.</p>  <p>From our first trip out of Brant Rock last April when a Right Whale came right up in front of us (the wrong whale to get too close) to my last fishing day Halloween jigging cod off Scituate. In between we saw the ]

I retired this year and was able to easily load the boat by myself. The Four Stroke Mercury Verado was powerful, quiet, and efficient. I had a recall from the factory on the motor Chris from your staff ordered the part when it came in I dropped the boat off it was repaired and missed no fishing time.


Your "staff" of Bruce and Chris in parts and service is knowledgeable and helpful. They answered any of my questions and showed me the the proper products to use that were not only good but less time consuming to use. Kudos for Meric as well in sales he knew his product, made you comfortable, and did everything that was asked. Most importantly the "first mate" (my wife) loved the boat.


Kind regards, Bill V - of "The Sole Pleasure"
">

                                                                        Loved The Boat

                                                                        
                                                                            Bill V

                                                                            

                                                                        

                                

                            
                                
                                    [image: <p>Dear Sir or Madam,</p>  <p><strong>It is with great pleasure and satisfaction that I return the enclosed Customer Satisfaction Survey. I wish to add specific praise to the favorable ratings I have indicated on the survey.</strong></p>  <p>The dealer for that ultimately fixed my engine problems is G & S Marine in Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts. The service personnel at G & S are unparalleled in attention to customer satisfaction. It is without hesitation that I commend them for a job well done.</p>  <p>I bought my motor from another dealer, I-Boats.com, an online reseller. The motor was a 'program motor,' a one year old unit resold by I-Boats.com after returning from a lease. I-Boats sold this motor with a 3 year Mercury warranty. I had other Merc outboards and thought, if Mercury will stand behind it, great.</p>  <p>When the motor arrived, it was still in the dead of winter so finding out how well it was going to perform was awaited with much anticipation. As spring arrived I fitted the unit to the hull, launched, and noticed some issues with performance I brought the boat and motor to a local Mercury dealer and had them go over all systems. It coast me a new propeller and Mercury paid for the replacement of some ignition parts as well. For that season, the motor ran, but poorly. We made do as it was seemingly ok.</p>  <p>The next spring, good & early, it was sent to a dealer near to my house, namely USA Marine in Worcester, MA. Here it sat for weeks and weeks as the service department kept promising me they would get to it and continuously breaking those promises. Eventually, 8 weeks after it was originally promised, it came back to me. Into the water it went and immediately it would not operate correctly. Not a good experience. I had told USA Marine that I suspected a carburetor problem. They rebuilt the carburetor. Well, now I really had a problem. I was told I could bring it back and maybe they could look at it in a mouth or two. Well, I was hoping to use the boat during the summer and not have it spend the entire time in the shop.</p>  <p>Since the boat is kept on Buzzards Bay, I call G & S Marine to plead for help. The person who answered the phone, to my surprise, was a neighbor of mine! Well, he helped to schedule my engine in for service as soon as possible. This was one week before Memorial Day. The service manager said he would do everything possible to have me boating on Memorial Day weekend. Well, I was out on my boat on Memorial Day weekend just like they said. They woo worked on the carburetor. However, despite the fine effort on the first try, it did not address he problem. Back in the boat came. It was determined that the entire carburetor must be defective. The replaced the unit and I had the boat back in no time at all.</p>  <p>It has been running fine ever since. Really, this is the first time it has been running fine. G & S was the only service organization that took the time to figure out what was wrong. They did everything they said they would, delivered on time, and made a tremendous impression on me. If Mercury is in the habit of giving service awards to dealers, G & S deserves one.</p>  <p>Sincerely, David C.</p>]

                                                                        Totally Satisfied

                                                                        
                                                                            David C

                                                                            

                                                                        

                                

                            
                                
                                    [image: <p><strong>Dear Gary, Please accept this letter of accolade for one of your outstanding employees, Meric Goddu.</strong></p>  <p>As one of your newest customers, we wanted to tell you about the wonderful experience we had buying our first boat from Meric. We are brand new to the boating world and have looked at boats for over 2 years. We knew we really wanted to buy a boat, but never felt comfortable with the whole process, and worried that learning how to use the boat, trailer it, take care of it, etc. were going to be really difficult.</p>  <p>We stopped by G&S one September weekend because we saw the boats as we were driving by. We planned to just look around and get some information. Meric greeted us and answered all our questions. He quickly assessed the type of boat we were looking for and comfortable with, and pointed out the perfect boat for us. Everything was on a friendly level, no high pressure, and his enthusiasm for boating spilled over onto us. He patiently answered all our questions and explained how easy it was to care for the boat, learn to use it, and that G&S would be taking us out on a seal trial and available at any time for questions or concerns. For the first time we felt excited rather than apprehensive about owning a boat!</p>  <p>Needless to say, we put a deposit on our 19' Bayliner cabin runabout the next week, and have been enjoying 2 months of fun and excitement. Meric's instructions were clear and easy to follow, plus we've called him a number of times with additional questions, which he answered enthusiastically and patiently. I was most touched when Meric gave us his cell phone number after our sea trial. He knew we were still a little nervous about taking the boat out alone for the first time, and wanted to be sure we had someone to call if we had a question out on the water. The reassurance was priceless.</p>  <p>We (reluctantly!) brought our boat in for winter storage a week ago and we're eagerly awaiting the spring so we can pick it up and continue our fun new family hobby. I believe we never would have ]

Thanks for a great experience, Kristin and Peter McG.
">

                                                                        Enthusiastically Recommend G&S

                                                                        
                                                                            Kristin and Peter McG

                                                                            

                                                                        

                                

                            
                                
                                    [image: <p><strong>Thank you for my recent boat buying experience!!</strong></p>  <p>It all began in early April of this year. It was 6 a.m. on a Saturday and I was prepared for a great day of fishing with my son and a friend. We launched my center console and were excited to start our 2006 fishing experience. However, the fish gods had another story line... the engine would not start. What was the problem, old fuel, bad plugs or gummed up filter. What to do!? Early morning 7:00 a.m.....Saturday... is fishing cancelled? I thought, ]

I started looking for a new boat during the end of the fishing season. G & S Marine immediately came to mind. Any company who takes care f a person, who is not a "regular" customer, would be a great company. I was right! The experience and professionalism G & S Marine extended to me made my new boat purchase even better. The ability to shop for a boat locally and have so many people who care made a big difference.


G & S Marine may not be a household name like Roto-Rooter yet, however, it should be the first name of choice if you live here, work here, and play here. They love boats as much as we do!!


Thanks G & S Marine! Keith V.
">

                                                                        Thank you for Great Boat Buying Experience

                                                                        
                                                                            Keith V
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                    G&S Marine is one of southeastern Massachusetts largest full service marine dealerships. We sell Bayliner and NauticStar boats and aim to create "Customers For Life"
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